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1.0 Reason for Report

1.1 This application has been presented to the Planning Committee at the request of
Councillor A Austin due to concerns regarding the impact on residential amenity.

2.0 Application Site and Proposal

2.1 The application site is located on the southern side of Carmel Green, a cul de sac
to the west of Park Road. The site covers about 0.33 hectares and was last occupied
by the West Skirbeck Bowls and Tennis Club from the middle of the last century
until late 2014. Tennis was last played at the site in 2008.

2.2 In 2014, the pavilion/clubhouse was burned down in what was believed to be an
arson attack. There was a brief initial attempt to resurrect the bowling club but
subsequently it was decided to wind up the bowling club. The site is now vacant
and the land is overgrown. The main part of the site is not open to public view.

2.3 There are hedges along the eastern, western and southern boundaries of the site.
Access to the site is currently off the northern boundary. The western boundary
adjoins agricultural land and the eastern boundary adjoins the garden of the
adjacent bungalow No1 Carmel Green. The southern boundary adjoins Garfit’s
Lane playing field. Part of the northern boundary adjoins the rear gardens of 2-5
Carmel Green and a garage court. This boundary is partly marked by low hedging
and fencing. Land to the north of the site, on the opposite side of Carmel Green is
currently being developed for housing consisting of eight dwellings.

2.4 There is a Scheduled Ancient Monument at Wyberton West Road to the north-west
of the site.

2.5 This application is for the approval of reserved matters for the construction of six
dwellings consisting of four detached houses and one pair of semi-detached houses
following the granting of outline planning permission for housing development on
the site last year. The application also includes the erection of five detached garages
to serve the proposed houses on plots 1-5. The proposed garage that will serve plot
6 will be attached to the proposed dwelling. The application also includes the
installation of a surface water attenuation pond along the northern and western
boundaries of the site.

2.6 The design of proposed dwellings and the layout of the site have been amended
since the application was originally submitted, partly in order to overcome objections
that were received from some of the neighbouring residents and land owners. The
amended details and the representations from neighbouring residents and land
owners are discussed below.

3.0 Relevant History

3.1 Outline planning permission for residential development on this site consisting of up
to six dwellings, including access, was granted in February 2018. (ref B/17/0167).
Matters relating to layout, appearance, scale and landscaping were reserved for
later approval and form part of this application. The outline permission was granted
subject to 13 conditions plus a section 106 agreement relating to off-site financial
contribution for enhancements to sports provision and improvements at Garfit’s



Lane of up to £18,000 (i.e. £3000 per dwelling). The agreement requires the owners
of the site to pay the off-site commuted sum on commencement of development.

3.2 This application for the approval of reserved matters makes no changes to the
section 106 agreement.

3.3 A condition was imposed on the outline permission that restricted the development
to no more than six dwellings. (i.e. condition 10). Conditions were also imposed that
requires the submission of a construction management plan (condition 6) and
details of the proposed method of boundary treatment to avoid overlooking that may
arise as a result of raised land levels (condition 7).

3.4 The details required by conditions 6 and 7 have not yet been submitted for approval
and therefore have not been discharged.

4.0 Relevant Policy

South East Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036)

4.1 The site lies within the built up area of the town and is designated within the South
East Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036) (i.e. SELLP) as ‘recreation open space’.
Policy 32 of the SELLP specifically applies (see section below).

4.2 The following policies contained within the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan
(2011-2036) (i.e. SELLP) are relevant to this application:

§ Policy 1 - Spatial Strategy
§ Policy 2 - Development management
§ Policy 3 - Design of new development
§ Policy 4 - Approach to flood risk
§ Policy 17 - Providing a mix of housing
§ Policy 29 - Historic environment
§ Policy 30 - Pollution
§ Policy 31 - Climate change and renewable and low carbon energy
§ Policy 32 - Community, health and well being
§ Policy 36 - Vehicle and Cycle Parking.

National Planning Policy Framework (2019)

4.3 At the heart of the 2019 Framework is a presumption in favour of sustainable
development. The following sections are relevant to this scheme:

§ Section 2 – Achieving Sustainable Development
§ Section 4 – Decision Making
§ Section 5 – Delivering a Sufficient Supply of Homes
§ Section 8 - Promoting healthy and safe communities
§ Section 9 - Promoting sustainable transport
§ Section 11 – Making Effective Use of Land
§ Section 12 – Achieving Well-designed Places
§ Section 14 – Meeting the Challenge of Climate Change, Flooding and Coastal

Change.
§ Section 15 - Conserving and enhancing the historic environment

5.0 Representations



5.1 As a result of publicity relating to the scheme as originally submitted, 18 letters of
representation were received from the occupiers or owners of the following
properties:

203 London Road (owner of 4 Carmel Green)
2 Carmel Green (x2)
3,5,7,8,15 Carmel Green
4 Carmel Green (x2)
6 Carmel Green (x2)
11 Carmel Green (x2)
12 Carmel Green (x2)
14 Carmel Green (x2)

The residents and property owners raised objections or concerns on the following
grounds:

§ Bungalows would be more in keeping with the area.
§ Bungalows will allow opportunity for people to down –size leaving family homes

for next generation.
§ Over development of the site which has always been for recreational purposes

until the Council gave planning permission for residential development last year.
§ The height of the dwellings will be over powering in this location, will be intrusive

and intimidating to the people who live in the area
§ The development overshadows and overlooks the bungalows at Carmel Green.
§ Development of two storey dwellings will be on a tight site in an area dominated

by bungalows.
§ Not only are two storey houses being proposed but they are having to be built

higher off the ground due to flood risk reasons.
§ Requests that the roof lines be lowered maybe by building chalet bungalows or

bungalows.

5.2 Following the submission of amended plans, the neighbouring residents and
relevant property owners were re-consulted. As a result of this publicity, 5 letters
have been received.

5.3 Letters have been received from the occupiers of 2, 3 and 5 Carmel Green who
wish to withdraw their original letters of objection.

5.4 In addition, two letters of objection have been received from the occupiers of the
following properties:

Tenchome, Trader Bank, Frithville (owner of 6 Carmel Green)
203 London Road, Boston (owner of 4 Carmel Green).

5.5 The occupiers of the above properties have raised concerns on the following
grounds:

§ Loss of the oak tree at the entrance to the site. Tree should be protected by a
Tree Preservation Order.

§ Loss of wildlife habitat.



§ Proposed dwelling on plot 6 remains over-powering and will appear intimidating
because of its height and close proximity to adjacent bungalows, particularly
no. 2 Carmel Green.

§ Could this proposed dwelling be single storey which would be less imposing
and more acceptable.

5.6 None of the other residents who originally objected to this application have
submitted letters withdrawing their objections. Therefore, their original letters of
objection remain valid and are a material consideration.

5.7 With regard to concerns regarding the felling of the large Oak tree at the entrance
to the site, this matter was considered at the outline stage wherein access was a
matter considered for determination. The tree is not protected, and could therefore
be removed at any time. Given the status of the land with its existing permission,
and the trees removal having been previously found to be acceptable, it is
considered that a TPO in this instance would not be appropriate.

6.0 Consultations

6.1 LCC Highways Authority has no objections.

6.2 Environment Agency has no comments to make on this application. The
Environment Agency points out that the application confirms the inclusion of flood
risk mitigation measures, including raised floor levels in accordance with the outline
planning permission.

6.3 Historic England has no objections.

6.4 Anglian Water Services has not commented.

6.5 Sport England (SE) has no objections. SE say that this application is for the approval
of reserved matters and the issue relating to the loss of the bowling greens within
the application site were dealt with at outline stage via the section 106 agreement.

6.6 Black Sluice Internal Drainage Board reiterate their comments that were made at
outline stage with regard to surface water discharge and raising of land levels.

6.7 Heritage Lincolnshire (HL) confirm that trial trench evaluation was undertaken at an
earlier stage and that the results indicated little of archaeological interest. HL
confirms that no further work is required for this site.

7.0 Planning Issues and Discussions

7.1 The key planning issues in the determination of this application are:

§ Principle of development and planning policy implications
§ Impact on residential amenity
§ Impact on the character of the area
§ Impact on highway safety and parking
§ Flood risk and surface water drainage
§ Archaeology and impact on Scheduled Ancient Monument

Principle of development and planning policy implications



7.2 The application site is located within the built up area of the town and within a
residential area. Outline planning permission was granted in 2018 for up to six
dwellings on this site. This permission remains extant. Thus, the principle of
residential development for up to six dwellings on this site is acceptable.  The main
issues will be whether the scale, appearance and layout of the site are sympathetic
to the area and whether, in particular, residential amenity will be substantially
harmed by this development given policy objectives.

7.3 As indicated above, the site is designated within the South East Lincolnshire Local
Plan (2011-2036) as ‘recreation open space’ and Policy 32 of the SELLP is a
material consideration. This policy seeks, amongst other things, to resist the loss of
community facilities (such as land designated as recreation open space) and
indicates that the re-development of such  community facilities will only be permitted
in certain circumstances, and sets out the particular issues against which planning
applications for new community facilities will be judged.

7.4 Matters relating to the loss of open space, and the need for mitigation were dealt
with at the outline stage, wherein a S106 was imposed to secure off-site financial
contributions to mitigate the impact. This matter cannot therefore be revisited.

Impact on residential amenity

7.5 There are bungalows to the north and east of the site and concerns have been
expressed by some residents (and land owners) about the impact that this
development will have upon residential amenity. The adjacent bungalows (nos 2-5
Carmel Green) back onto the application site and the boundary treatment along the
shared boundary is mainly a low hedge with some fencing. There are no proposals
at this stage to change this boundary treatment. The rear garden depths serving
these bungalows range from between 6m -8m.The gable end of no 6 Carmel Green
(which includes a side window) faces the application site and is about 11m from the
shared boundary.

7.6 Following discussions with the applicant, amended plans were submitted in order,
in part, to help address the concerns that had been raised by the neighbouring
residents. The proposed amendments include the following changes to the scheme:

§ The layout of the site was amended. The proposed dwelling on plot 6 (nearest
to the site’s northern boundary shared with the neighbours along Carmel Green)
was moved further to the east and the house type design was altered to reduce
overlooking and visual impact. The siting and design of the proposed double
garage serving plot 6 was also altered to accommodate these changes. The
double garage has been changed to a single garage.

§ The main rear wall of the dwelling on plot 6 is now virtually in line with the side
wall of the bungalow to the north (no. 2 Carmel Green). Therefore, the proposed
dwelling will not be directly behind any of the neighbouring properties so any
loss of light, over-dominance and overshadowing will be reduced. The land
immediately adjacent to these neighbouring properties will be used in part as a
garden area serving plot 6 and to accommodate the proposed attenuation pond.

§ The surface water attenuation pond has been moved from the southern
boundary to the northern boundary of the site. Originally it was intended to be
constructed behind plot 5 adjacent to the site’s southern boundary. The re-



positioning of the attenuation pond next to the northern boundary has also
enabled the proposed house on plot 5 to be set further back from neighbouring
bungalows. However, the attached garage has been raised about 500mm to
suit raised road levels.

§ The level of the road has been raised some 500mm to accommodate drainage.
This has resulted in the land levels being raised to suit road levels and the
designs of the dwellings have been altered accordingly (i.e. steps to front door
omitted).

7.7 This development, in particular the siting and design of the proposed dwellings on
plots 5 and 6, will have an impact on the amenity of the neighbouring residents
especially given the scale of the proposed dwellings and the former low level,
recreation use of the site. Also sunlight and daylight provision may be affected given
the site lies south of the adjacent bungalows, especially during the winter months
when the sun is low on the horizon. Furthermore, the presence of new buildings
within an area which is largely open and vacant will also alter the character of the
area and will have some impact on the visual amenity and outlook from
neighbouring properties.

7.8 The design and location of the proposed house on plot 6 has been significantly
altered since the application was originally submitted. The proposed dwelling has
been moved to the east and will no longer be sited directly behind the rear elevations
of the adjacent bungalows. The gable end of the proposed house on plot 6 (which
does not contain a window) will now be about 9.5m from the rear elevation of no 2
Carmel Green.

7.9 Furthermore, it was previously  intended to include a two storey rear projection to
the dwelling on plot 6. This rear projection has now been changed to single storey
in order to improve the neighbours visual amenity, outlook and to reduce the overall
mass of the building.

7.10 It is considered that the amended siting and design of the proposed dwelling on plot
6 is satisfactory. It will no longer appear visually dominant, cause any significant
overlooking or significantly undermine the living conditions of the occupiers of the
bungalows to the north.  Indeed the occupiers of nos 2, 3 and 5 have now withdrawn
their original objections to the scheme. The rear garden that will serve the dwelling
on plot 6 will lie adjacent to the rear gardens that currently serve the adjacent
bungalows. There is currently a low level hedge along the northern boundary of the
site shared with the adjacent properties so it is likely that there will be some
overlooking between existing and proposed properties. It may also be argued that
the occupiers of these bungalows may, in any case have experienced some
overlooking at times when the site was used for recreational purposes. Thus, it may
be argued that any further erosion of privacy as a result of this development may
be negligible.

7.11 As indicated, given that the attenuation pond has been re-located, this has allowed
the proposed dwelling on plot 5 to be set further back from the site’s northern
boundary. The single storey garage element of the proposed dwelling on plot 5 on
its northern elevation will now be about 23 m from the bungalows to the north of the
site and the two storey element of this dwelling will be about 29m away. The
proposed houses on plots 2-4 will be about 31m from the neighbouring bungalows.



7.12 There are no locally adopted standards contained within the SELLP relating to
minimum distances between the rear elevations of existing and the front proposed
properties or in relation to overlooking of rear garden areas.  However, the 22m
guide between rear elevations of existing and proposed properties and 12m from
the side and rear elevations has been used on many occasions by this Council
which assumes two storey properties on level land. These distances may act as a
‘benchmark of acceptability in the assessment of such applications though the
characteristics of development sites often differ significantly and such guides
should not be slavishly used on all occasions. Nevertheless, given this ‘benchmark’
it is considered that although the front elevation of some of the proposed houses
will face the rear elevations of the neighbouring properties, the spatial relationships
between existing and proposed properties are considerable and acceptable.

7.13 There is a bungalow (no 1 Carmel Green) to the east of the site, next to the proposed
access. The proposed dwelling on plot 1 will be sited to the rear of no 1 Carmel
Green, next to the rear garden serving this property. The rear corner of the proposed
house on plot 1 will be about 14m from the neighbours bungalow and 5m from the
shared boundary between these two properties. These distances are acceptable.

7.14 It is considered that this development will not substantially harm residential amenity
sufficient to warrant refusal of this application and therefore accords with the
objectives of policies 2 and 3 of the SELLP.

Impact on the character of the area

7.15 The site lies within a residential area and its character is essentially defined by the
diversity of dwelling types within the locality, both in terms of design and age.
Although Carmel Green essentially serves low rise bungalows, there are houses
further to the east along Park Road and houses have been approved on the land
opposite, to the north. Concerns have been raised by some neighbours about the
impact the proposed houses will have on the character of the area, especially since
the floor levels of the proposed houses will need to be raised to accommodate flood
risk and that the proposed houses will be built close to bungalows immediately to
the north. Also the erection of new dwellings on land that was previously used for
recreation use will represent a fundamental visual change especially having regard
to the domestic paraphernalia  normally associated with residential use.

7.16 These concerns are understandable and the height of the proposed dwellings from
existing ground levels will be between 8.9m (plot 1) to 9.675m (plots 2 and 3). In
comparison, the existing bungalows to the north of the site are about 5m from
existing ground level.

7.17 The site occupies about 0.34 ha and the density of the development will be about
18 dwellings per hectare (dph) which is below the density along Carmel Green which
is around 31 dwellings per hectare.  In comparison, the density of the new housing
development to the north of the site is around 33 dwellings per hectare. As indicated
above, condition 10 attached to the outline permission limits the maximum number
of dwellings that may be built on this site to six. On this basis, it is considered that
this proposal does not constitute over-development.

7.18 Upon determination of the appeal application relating to the housing scheme to the
north of the site consisting of eight houses, the Inspector concluded that the erection
of two storey houses in this location would not have an adverse effect on the



character or appearance of the surrounding area. The same conclusion may be
argued in this instance.

7.19 It is considered that given the proposed layout of the site, the spatial relationships
between existing and proposed dwellings, the density of the development and the
design of the proposed dwellings, the character of the area will not be adversely
harmed by this development. On this basis, the scheme accords with the objectives
of polices 2 and 3 of the SELLP.

Impact on highway safety and parking

7.20 As indicated above, outline planning permission for residential development for up
to six dwellings on this site was approved in 2018. This outline permission included
access to the site off Carmel Green some 55m west of the junction of Carmel Green
and Park Road. It is considered that Carmel Green has sufficient capacity to
accommodate the traffic that may be generated by the proposed six dwellings.

7.21 It is proposed to construct a private drive to serve the proposed 6 dwellings and the
new access onto Carmel Green will be located next to the access and drive that
currently serves 1 Carmel Green. The private drive will be a minimum of 4m wide at
its junction with Carmel Green and will extend to 5m wide further into the site. It is
also intended to provide a reversing bay at the western end of the private drive. The
private drive will be constructed to adoptable standards.

7.22 Policy 36 of the SELLP requires within the curtilage (for houses or flats), 2 spaces
for dwellings up to three bedrooms and 3 spaces for dwellings with 4 or more
bedrooms. This policy also indicates that ‘all new development, including change of
use, should provide vehicle and cycle parking, in accordance with the minimum
parking standards adopted by the Local Planning Authorities ( in appendix 6) unless
a high quality design can demonstrate that a lower standard of provision delivers
the requirements set out in 1-4 below’.

7.23 Based on the above, 16spaces would be required, along with cycle provision. It is
intended to provide each dwelling with either a single or double garage and there is
ample space within each plot and the site generally, to meet the vehicle and cycle
requirements of policy 36.

Flood risk and surface water drainage

7.24 The application site lies within a flood risk area. Condition 5 attached to the outline
permission requires, inter alia, that the floor levels of the proposed dwellings be
raised 1m above existing average ground levels. In order to achieve this
requirement, it is intended to raise the ground levels at various levels within parts of
the site, depending on the existing topography. Access to some of the proposed
dwellings will be via external steps and raised terraced areas.

7.25 Surface water will be discharged from the road, roofs and garden areas into the
proposed attenuation pond and will then ultimately discharge into the open ditches
along the western and southern boundaries.

7.26 In addition to condition 7 attached to the outline permission  that requires the
submission of a surface water scheme designed to provident third party flooding, a
further condition  is recommended that requires the submission  of details (including
a cross section) of the proposed attenuation pond to safeguard third party flooding.



Condition 7 attached to the outline permission that relates to surface water disposal
and third party flooding has not been discharged.

Archaeology and impact on Scheduled Ancient Monument

7.27 A Scheduled Ancient Monument (i.e. a moat) lies to the north west of the application
site and adjacent to Wyberton West Road. The outline application referred to above
was accompanied by a Heritage Impact Assessment that concluded that the
proposed residential development of the site would have either no effect or
negligible effect on identified heritage assets, including the Scheduled Ancient
Monument in terms of visual impact.

7.28 However at that time, Heritage Lincolnshire were concerned that the proposed
development may have an impact on archaeological remains given that the site lies
within an area that has produced a number of Roman period sites and that the
presence of the moated site (SAM) might also have implications for medieval
settlement in the vicinity.

7.29 Heritage Lincolnshire recommended that no decision on the outline application be
made until ‘trial trenching’ of the site was undertaken to identify any archaeological
implications of the proposed development. The trial trenching was subsequently
carried out and, as indicated above, the results indicated little of archaeological
interest. On this basis, outline planning permission was granted. Heritage
Lincolnshire has now confirmed that no further archaeological work is required for
this site.

7.30 Given the above, this issue is not a crucial matter on which this application is
determined.

8.0 Conclusion

8.1 This application is for the approval of reserved matters and therefore the principle
of this development on this site is acceptable. Access to the site was approved at
outline stage along with the issue relating to the removal of the large mature tree
that stands within the line of the proposed access road.

8.2 Concerns have been expressed about the scale of the development given that the
land levels will need to be raised to accommodate flood risk. Some neighbours (or
landowners) feel that single storey (or chalet bungalows) would be more preferable
and more in keeping with the area. However single storey properties do not form
part of this proposal and whilst chalet bungalows for example may provide a better
relationship with the bungalows to the north, determination of this application will
hinge significantly on whether the siting and design of the proposed dwelling houses
will harm residential amenity or the character of the area.

8.3 This development will substantially change the appearance of the area and it will
have some impact on residential amenity, in terms of loss of privacy, outlook,
overshadowing and visual intrusion. However, it may be argued that the occupiers
of the neighboring bungalows may have experienced some erosion of amenity and
privacy during times when the recreation land was in use. This forms part of the
planning balance.

8.4 Nevertheless, this scheme has been altered since it was originally submitted and
although there remains parts of the scheme that may not be entirely ideal, partially



the proposed house on plot 6, overall the amended scheme is much better than the
scheme as originally submitted and accords with the overall objectives of the
relevant policies of the SELLP. As such, the development is in accordance with
development plan and there are no material considerations which would outweigh
this. The application is therefore recommended for conditional approval.

9.0 Recommendation

9.1 It is recommended that Committee GRANT approval of reserved matters subject to
the following conditions and reasons:

CONDITIONS AND INFORMATIVES

1 The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in strict accordance with
the application received 28-May-2019 and in accordance with the associated plans
as amended referenced:

§ 1-200 Proposed Site Layout Plan. Ref 19-2450-P-02B
§ Elevations and layout Plot 1 ref 19-2450-P-03B
§ Garage Details to Plot 1 Ref 19-2450-P-04A
§ Elevations and layout Plots 2 & 3 Ref 19-2450-P-05B
§ Garage Details to Plots 2, 3, 4 & 6. Ref 19-2450 P-06A
§ Elevations and layout Plot 4 Ref 19-2450-P-07B
§ Elevations and layout Plot 5. Ref 19-2450-P- 09B
§ Elevations and layout Plot 6. Ref 19-2450-P-10D
§ Landscape Specification. Ref 19-2450-P-11
§ 1-1250 Location Plan. Ref 19-2450-P-12

Reason: To ensure the development is undertaken in accordance with the
approved details and to accord with policies 2 and 3 of the South East Lincolnshire
Local Plan (2011-2036).

2 No development shall take place above ground level until details of the materials
proposed to be used in the construction of the external surfaces to be used in the
construction of the dwellings have been submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. The development shall be carried out in accordance
with the approved details.

Reason: To ensure the development assimilates within the area and to accord
with Policies 2 and 3 of the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036).

3 No development shall take place above ground level until details of the proposed
attenuation pond including a cross section plan shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall be
carried out in accordance with the approved details.

Reason: No details have been submitted with this application, in the interests of
the amenity of neighbouring occupiers and satisfactory drainage. This condition
accords with the objectives of Policies 2 and 3 of the South East Lincolnshire
Local Plan (2011-2036).

4 All landscape works as indicated by the approved plans (condition 1) shall be
carried out in accordance with the approved details within 6 months of the date of
the first occupation of any building or completion of development whichever is the



sooner.  Any trees, plants, grassed areas which within a period of 5 years from
the date of planting die, are removed or become seriously damaged or diseased
shall be replaced in the first available planting season with others of similar size
species or quality.

Reason:  In the interests of visual amenity and design quality and to ensure that
the approved scheme is implemented satisfactorily in accordance with policies 2
and 3 of the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan (2011-2036).

In determining this application, the authority has taken account of the guidance in
paragraph 38 of the National Planning Policy Framework 2019 in order to seek to secure
sustainable development that improves the economic, social and environmental conditions
of the Borough

Mike Gildersleeves
Growth Manager


